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Abstract Many people go missing in the wild every

year. In this paper, the Search and Rescue (SAR) mis-

sion is conducted using a novel system comprising an

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) coupled with real-

time machine-learning-based object detection system

embedded on a smartphone. Human detection from

UAV in the wilderness is a challenging task, because

of many constraints involved such as lack of comput-

ing and communication infrastructures. We proposed a

novel combination of a robust architecture deployed on

a smartphone and a novel Convolutional Neural Net-

work (CNN) model to fulfil the goals of the project. Our

approach achieved 94.73% of accuracy and 6.8 FPS on

a smartphone. Our approach is highly portable, cost-

effective, fast with high accuracy. This novel system

is expected to contribute significantly to maximise
chances of saving lives in the wild. This developed sys-
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tem has been recently launched by Police Scotland to

facilitate the SAR teams to locate missing persons in

Scotland wilderness.

Keywords Unmanned Aerial Vehicle · Search and

rescue · Machine learning · Object detection · Human

detection · YOLOv3

Supplementary Material

Video of a search and rescue operation: http://

beyond5ghub.uws.ac.uk/index.php/search-and-

rescue/

1 Introduction

Search and Rescue (SAR) teams are continuously seek-

ing to improve their operations by developing new tech-

niques to quickly find a person who is lost in the wilder-

ness. Conventionally, trained dogs are used to locate

missing people; however, the time needed and amount

of dogs for this purpose is a barrier. Human-assisted

search is an alternative way to find people; although this

is very time-consuming and requires many volunteers

and professionals (Bejiga et al. (2016)) to coordinate

the search. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) is an

aircraft controlled remotely by a person or a computer

system (Saribas et al. (2019)) which can be employed

in object detection applications of SAR missions in re-

mote areas. In recent years, the use of imagery obtained

by UAVs has been beneficial for SAR operations to

probe harsh or difficult-to-access remote areas, such as

high mountains or dense woodlands. (Yong and Yeong

(2018)). UAVs also reduce the search time and assist

teams in areas that are difficult and time-consuming

http://beyond5ghub.uws.ac.uk/index.php/search-and-rescue/
http://beyond5ghub.uws.ac.uk/index.php/search-and-rescue/
http://beyond5ghub.uws.ac.uk/index.php/search-and-rescue/
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Fig. 1 This publication describes an empirical system cur-
rently in use for UAV-based SAR operations coordinated by
Police Scotland.

to be patrolled by rescuers. In addition, deep machine-

learning-based object detection algorithms are typically

employed to locate missing people based on the imagery

as in Liu et al. (2019); Božić-Štulić et al. (2019); Do-

mozi et al. (2020); Gotovac et al. (2016); Kundid Vasi

and Papi (2020).

The object detection algorithms can be deployed

in three different execution environments: on-board

the drone, online in the cloud or on portable devices

such as tablets or smartphones. The first option re-

solves the portability issue; however, high battery con-

sumption often hampers UAVs to fulfil the mission

of flying and video streaming. Furthermore, on-board

machine learning capabilities are not usually permit-

ted by the UAVs in the first place (Martinez-Alpiste

et al. (2019)). Deploying the system online which relies

on external servers and network connectivity means

compromising portability, which is essential for SAR

missions in harsh environments. To overcome these

issues, machine-learning-based object detection is pro-

posed to be employed on portable devices such as

smartphones. Smartphones are low-cost commercial

off-the-shelf devices suitable for object detection and

integration into the aircraft systems. The computa-

tional power of smartphones has increased significantly

in the past few years. It is even comparable to some

desktop. Nevertheless, running deep machine learning

models on mobile devices is still a challenge owing to

the limited computing power and energy consumption.

Hence, there is a need for real-time object detection

and performance.

As a result, an optimised machine learning al-

gorithm is demanded for smartphones to perform

computing-intensive computer vision tasks such as

object detection and recognition in real-time SAR op-

erations. In addition, this algorithm should take into

account the complexity of object detection on UAVs

footages due to factors such as image’s instability, low

resolution because of platform movement, high flying

altitudes, angle and variations in camera position and

so on.

The state-of-the-art machine learning-based ob-

ject detection techniques are classified into two key

groups: region proposal and single run methods. Re-

gion proposal algorithms such as Fast R-CNN (Girshick

(2015)), Faster R-CNN (Ren et al. (2017)), and R-FCN

(Dai et al. (2016)), perform region of interest (ROI)

extraction and later the classification, which leads to

a higher accuracy performance. However, slowness is a

drawback in these methods when compared with single

run methods. Single run algorithms such as YOLO

(Redmon et al. (2016), Redmon and Farhadi (2017),

Redmon and Farhadi (2018)), SSD (Liu et al. (2016))

and Pelee (Wang et al. (2018)) perform both ROIs

extraction and classification procedures in a single run

which leads to a decrease in the computational load,

making it suitable for real-time object detection on de-

vices with power limitations such as smartphones. From

the above algorithms, YOLOv3 (Redmon and Farhadi

(2018)) performs the best trade-off between speed and

accuracy; however, YOLOv3 is computationally expen-

sive for constrained environments. In order to increase

its speed in these environments, a modified version

called Tiny-YOLOv3 is used with only 7 convolutional

layers and 6 pooling layers. The algorithm does not

need high requirements in terms of memory and com-

putation. Nevertheless, Tiny-YOLOv3’s drawback is its

low accuracy in comparison with the standard YOLOv3

(Redmon and Farhadi (2018), AlexeyAB (2020)).

Hence, in order to create a smartphone-based real-

time object detection system for SAR missions, three

components were integrated into this study. Firstly, the

communication between the UAV and the smartphone

was established and secured. Secondly, a robust archi-

tecture was constructed using popular deep learning-

learning frameworks such as TensorFlow (ten (2020)),

OpenCV (ope (2020)) and Qualcomm Snapdragon (sna

(2020)) to execute the proposed Convolutional Neu-

ral Networks (CNN) for object detection. Finally, the

proposed CNN model was embedded and executed in

this architecture, enabling people detection at high al-

titudes. The integration of these three components re-

sulted in a fast, precise and portable architecture for

crucial and laborious SAR missions and enabled accel-

erated tracing and rescuing missing people in diverse

outdoor environments.

The application of the developed integrated system

has been recently launched by Police Scotland as shown

in figure 1. Figure 2 illustrates a high-level overview
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Table 1 Related work regarding different SAR approaches.

Reference Algorithm Environment Platform Accuracy Speed Model Size
Bejiga et al. (2016) GoogLeNet & SVM PC NG 94.29% 0.9FPS NG
Aguilar et al. (2017) HAAR-LBP & HOG NG NG 73.71% recall NG NG
Al-Kaff et al. (2017) HOG & SVM PC NG 93.75% NG NG
Ivanovs et al. (2019) Mobilenet SAR robot Tensorflow up to 90% RealTime NG

Quan (2019) YOLOv3 Laptop NG 97.8 recall NG NG
Geraldes et al. (2019) POInet Jetson X2 NG 84% F1 0.67FPS NG

Rudol and Doherty (2008) Haar-Like Pentium III OpenCV NG NG NG
Yong and Yeong (2018) H SSD NG Tensorflow 73% F1 NG NG

Božić-Štulić et al. (2019) Customed CNN PC NG 50% F1 NG NG
Martins et al. (2016) HOG & SVM PC NG 78-87% recall NG NG

Kapur (2019) Customed CNN Jetson TX2, Tensorflow 77.8-88.6% NG 379.7 MB
Tarchanidis et al. (2019) Tiny YOLOv3 Jetson X1 Darknet 67% recall NG NG

Tijtgat et al. (2018) YOLOv2 Jetson TX2 NG 86-74% mAP 5-9FPS NG
OpenCV/

TP New Approach Smartphone Tensorflow/ 94.73% 6.8FPS 54MB
Snapdragon mAP

TP = This Paper; NG = Not Given; Green = information provided; Red = information missed

of the proposed real-time object detection system. As

shown in figure 2, a missing person is lying behind the

bushes. The piloted UAV is able to spot the person

while probing the area using the on-board optical cam-

era. All machine learning and computer vision process-

ing tasks are conducted in the smartphone connected

to the UAV’s controller without the need of any pow-

erful PCs or connections to a cloud. The screen of the

smartphone provides the graphical user interface (GUI)

of the system and shows the result of human detection.

In summary, the main contributions of this study are

as follows:

1. Implementation of a highly portable, robust and

cost-effective human detection system with high ac-

curacy on a smartphone suitable for UAV applica-

tions such as SAR missions.

2. Secure communication establishment between the

UAV and the smartphone.

3. Integration of a novel machine learning architecture

with a light novel CNN model for human detection

for UAV use cases.

4. A comprehensive dataset was created for finding

missing people in diverse outdoor environments.

75 m
2 km

DJI
	Lig

htb
ridg

e

Videostreaming

Fig. 2 The proposed scenario for SAR mission.

5. Evaluation of the real-time human detection system

against a comprehensive data set of real-world sce-

narios obtained from UAVs for the purpose of SAR

operations.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows.

Section II introduces the research work related to hu-

man detection in SAR operations. Section III presents

the proposed approach. Section IV describes the exper-

imental setup, followed by the results and discussions in

section V. Finally, the conclusions are given in section

VI.

2 Related Work

This section reviews an overview of published results

related to SAR missions. According to literature, there

are some publications regarding SAR operations using

UAVs. A comparison table (table 1) has been provided

to address the use cases related to this study. Simi-

lar to speed which depends on the environment where

the solution is executed, the accuracy performance de-

pends on the dataset. In most cases, the datasets are

private; nevertheless, we can estimate how well each

solution performs. For instance, Bejiga et al. (2016)

used Googlenet and Support Vector Machine (SVM)

to find avalanche victims using UAVs. This study is,

however, not suitable for constrained environments as

Googlenet (plus SVM) is computationally very expen-

sive. In another study, (Al-Kaff et al. (2017)) proposed

an SVM human detector based on Histograms of Ori-

ented Gradients (HOG) features to detect the human

bodies using UAVs for the purpose of SAR missions.

This study is also not optimised for constrained en-

vironments due to being computationally intensive.
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Aguilar et al. (2017) achieved a sensitivity of 76.97%,

although the maximum altitude was just 4 meters.

Ivanovs et al. (2019) used Mobilenet on a SAR robot

to perform human detection and remote respiration

monitoring. The authors, however, did not specify the

detection speed which is imperative for SAR opera-

tions. In addition, it is not suitable for small object

detection due to the detection being from close range

of 2m away. In Geraldes et al. (2019), POINet (Mo-

bilenetv2) was used on NVIDIA GTX 1080 to obtain

0.667 FPS, which is not fast enough to be used for our

use case. Furthermore, although it is able to detect up

to 30m of altitude, this may not be enough for some

SAR operations which also take into account the Line

of Sight (LoS) distance. In addition, Božić-Štulić et al.

(2019) achieved a very high accuracy when detecting

people in aerial imagery for Supporting land SAR mis-

sions. However, as it was stated by the authors, the

real-time performance will be addressed in future re-

search. According the to table 1, in some studies such

as Quan (2019), Božić-Štulić et al. (2019), Martins

et al. (2016), Tarchanidis et al. (2019), Tijtgat et al.

(2018), Rudol and Doherty (2008), Yong and Yeong

(2018) and Aguilar et al. (2017), the necessary metrics

such as speed or model size are not given which are

essential especially in constrained environments.

In summary, none of the above studies are robust

enough in terms of accuracy and speed for UAV use

cases of SAR operations in constrained environments.

To the best of our knowledge, this paper integrates a

robust architecture with a novel CNN-based model to

provide a robust real-time human detection on resource-

constrained devices for UAV applications such as SAR

operations.

3 Our proposed Approach

As mentioned, three main entities are integrated to ful-

fil the objective of this project. The first entity is the

communication between the UAV, controller and the

smartphone, which is explained in subsection 3.1. The

second entity is the CNN model able to detect people

at high altitudes and able to be executed in constrained

environments. Finally, the last entity comprises the ro-

bust architecture deployed using popular deep learning-

learning frameworks such as TensorFlow, OpenCV and

Qualcomm Snapdragon (SNPE) to execute the pro-

posed convolutional neural networks (CNN) and make

object detection feasible. The final solution have inte-

grated these three entities in a single system.

3.1 Communications

The first entity is the wireless connection and communi-

cation of the UAV with the controller, which is wired to

the smartphone through a USB port. The mobile SDK

provided by DJI was used for communication with the

DJI UAV for this study due to commercial popularity.

The mobile SDK provided by DJI was integrated with

Android which is on the smartphone (Martinez-Alpiste

et al. (2019)). In this entity, 4k videos of the surround-

ing environment are recorded by the UAV and trans-

mitted at high quality such as 1080p using transmission

protocols such as LightBridge and OcuSync. Further-

more, the controller sends different commands to the

UAV and receives responses based on the gathered in-

formation from on-board sensors. The video stream is

transmitted to the smartphone by the controller. The

controller is also responsible for transferring the com-

mands of the smartphone to the UAV. Figure 3 illus-

trates the overview of transmission from UAV to the

controller and the smartphone.

3.2 Object Detection Algorithm

The functionality of the second entity is the execution

of the proposed embedded real-time human detection

system on the smartphone. In this phase, the encoded

videos in H.264 format are decoded with an internal

process in the device to obtain the frames in YUV for-

mat. An optimised Tiny-YOLOv3 was embedded on a

smartphone to deal with the task of human detection in

real-time with high accuracy for UAVs. The task is very

complex due to changing altitude, viewing angles, ex-

tensive diversity in background, person pose, clothing

and appearance, illumination variations, and moving

platform.

In this new optimised algorithm, the standard

Tiny-YOLOv3 algorithm was enhanced by exploring

4K video recorded

1080 HD
Video Streaming

1080 HD

Fig. 3 Transmission of the video stream from the UAV to
the controller and the smartphone.
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Detect 1 Detect 3Detect 2

UpsampleUpsample

Concatenation

Convolutional

Dilation

Convolution connection 

YOLO concatenation

Additional Bottom-up path fusion

Rate 1

Rate 2

Rate 3

B1

B3

B4

B2

T4

T2

T3

T1

B5

(I) (II) (III)

Fig. 4 The architecture of the proposed algorithm. Column (I) shows the backbone where two last pooling operations were
replaced by dilated convolutions (number 1). The up-samplings and sideway fusions are presented in column (II). Column(III)
shows the bottom-up path where the convolutional layers were down-sampled and modified (number 2). A 1x1 convolution is
run on the result of feature concatenation of the bottom-up path (number3).

the PANet architecture and dilated convolutions with

three output layers for detection. PANet is one of the

methods that enhances the detection of small objects

which is the case in this study. Hence, inspired by

PAN-based Tiny-YOLOv3 (Liu et al. (2018) AlexeyAB

(2020)), the proposed algorithm enhances the struc-

ture of the PANet architecture with Tiny-YOLOv3 as

its backbone by replacing two last pooling with hy-

brid dilated convolutions in the bottom-up path (I)

to prevent down-sampling of max-pooling layers and

avoid the decrease in resolution of the extracted fea-

ture maps (specified as number 1 in the figure). The

Hybrid Dilated Convolution (HDC) of rate 1, 2, and 3

were used in this study. The standard Tiny-YOLOv3

with the same number of filters was selected as the

backbone of the proposed architecture (Redmon and

Farhadi (2018)).

As it can be seen in figure 4, T1 to T4 convolutions

in the top-down path (II) illustrate the up-samplings

and sidelong fusions to provide a multi-scale Feature

Pyramid Network (FPN). To enhance hierarchies in

FPN, a bottom-up path was added (III) in figure 4.

The convolutional layers (B1 to B5) were down-sampled

with modified factors of 8, 4, 2, and 1 (specified as num-

ber 2 in the figure). 32 was selected as the number of fil-

ters in B1 to B5. A 1x1 convolution is run on the result

of feature concatenation of the bottom-up path (speci-

fied as number 3 in the figure). The largescale (layer 0),

moderatescale (layer 1), and smallscale human targets

(layer 2) are detected through three output layers of the

proposed model with the feature map size of 26, 52 and

104 respectively. The combination of the modifications

specified as number 1,2 and 3 in the figure, provided

a new model to be used in UAV applications such as

SAR operations (Golcarenarenji et al. (2020)) . The op-

timised Tiny-YOLOv3 model is received in a format of

a configuration file and a weight file (Martinez-Alpiste

et al. (2019)). These files are then integrated and pro-

cessed by a modified converter in Keras (Amir (2019))

to build an immediate model with a .h5 extension. This

h5 model is then converted to a “Deep Learning Con-
tainer” (DLC) which is a suitable format for the SNPE

framework. This algorithm is then executed and the

detection results are shown on the screen.

3.3 Architecture of the Proposed Solution

The third entity is the novel architecture that com-

bines a selection of the best machine learning platforms

for executing the novel CNN model on a smartphone.

This solution provides portability for the system with-

out relying on any networks or external resources and

allows execution of the complete system embedded on a

smartphone. To run the machine-learning-based human

detection algorithm on the mobile phone, some pop-

ular deep learning frameworks including TensorFlow,

OpenCV and Qualcomm Snapdragon were used to de-

sign and prototype the best architecture for object de-

tection. This system comprises three key steps, namely:
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image pre-processing, image detection and image track-

ing running on two separate threads. For each step, the

best platform was chosen to obtain the best system per-

formance. The platforms were selected based on essen-

tial criteria including accuracy, speed, RAM usage and

model size (Martinez-Alpiste et al. (2019)). Based on

the aforementioned criteria, OpenCV was selected for

the pre-processing step as the most appropriate plat-

form due to its strength in image processing. The SNPE

framework was selected for object detection due to its

support of GPU acceleration. TensorFlow was selected

for object tracking. This tracker works as an extra help

for the system to continuously show the detected hu-

mans on the screen.

Figure 5 shows the overview of different technologies

used to develop the novel system as well as the workflow

followed to complete the task of detecting missing peo-

ple. The following enumerated list explains each step:

1. The integration of the three aforementioned enti-

ties establishes a secure communication between the

UAV, the controller and the smartphone. The com-

munication between the smartphone, the controller

and the UAV is guided by the DJI SDK.

2. The DJI SDK obtains the UAV model and initialises

the parameters and features needed to fly the UAV

such as camera specs, flight features and battery.

3. The application loads the optimised Tiny-YOLOv3

model to the GPU. Snapdragon Neural Processing

SDK (SNPE) provides hardware access to manage

the CNN at low level. Executing the neural network

at this level significantly reduces the inference time

for each frame.

4. Video is captured by the UAV in 4K and sent to

the smartphone in 1080 HD. This video feed is con-

trolled by the DJI SDK.

Smartphone

Tracking ThreadDetector Thread

TrackerMachine Learning
Platform

Preprocessing

9OpenCV

10.a

SNPE TensorFlow

3

6

8

1,4

DJI
Controller

DJI
DRONE

CPU
GPU

Custom 
Tiny-YOLOv3

SC
R

EEN

Qualcomm
Snapdragon

Software
Hardware

10.b 12

Android APP

11

13

Main

DJI 
SDK

2,5,7

1,4

Fig. 5 The architecture of the proposed methodology. Each
number corresponds to each step of the workflow. First entity
steps: 1-4. Second entity steps: 10.a/b, Third entity steps: 8-
13.

5. The application requests the video streaming, flight

parameters and battery information from the DJI

SDK.

6. All the previous information is shown on the screen.

7. The application asks for video streaming and de-

codes each frame to obtain decoded YUV frames.

The YUV frames are then processed to achieve the

detection.

8. A YUV frame is pre-processed by OpenCV. The

pre-processing step is focused on preparing the im-

age as an input in a format suitable for the opti-

mised Tiny-YOLOv3. OpenCV normalises the im-

age, the colour space and performs the re-scaling.

9. The image is then executed on the machine learning

platform by our optimised Tiny-YOLO model.

10. The optimised Tiny-YOLO model detects the frame

using the GPU to achieve high speed and accuracy

as explained in the previous section. To use the

GPU, SNPE provides instructions to execute the

neural network on its Qualcomm hardware. After

executing the CNN, SNPE provides the coordinates,

and the confidence of each detected human in the

frame.

11. The tracker updates its database of detection in or-

der to track the frames.

12. With the information received by the CNN, the

tracker, which is implemented in TensorFlow, recal-

culates the position of the human in the image from

the new YUV frames received.

13. The tracker shows a bounding box around the hu-

man on the screen as a result of detection.

From the above steps, steps 7-11 are executed in

order to detect frames. Steps 12 and 13 then track all

the humans in the screen while the frames are being

detected. These sequences of steps are repeated contin-

uously.

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Dataset

To fulfil the aims of SAR operations, a lightweight UAV

was deployed in the Scotland wilderness using the on-

board optical camera. The flights were performed at dif-

ferent heights up to 75 meters. The live videos recorded

by the UAV was used to establish a comprehensive data

set of real-world scenarios obtained from UAVs for the

purpose of SAR operations to find missing people. A

total number of 26,740 images were extracted and la-

belled from more than 150 video footages to train the

proposed model. YOLO-mark2 (AlexeyAB (2020)) was

used to label these images, as shown in figure 6. Differ-

ent augmentation techniques such as rotation, flipping,
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Fig. 6 Screenshot of YoloMark2. Two humans are labelled.

blurring, Gaussian noise, variation in brightness and

contrast were also used (Perez and Wang (2017)) to

balance the data set and use equal number of positive

and negative images. 80% of the images were employed

for the purpose of training (21,392 images in total) and

the 20% remaining (5,348 images in total) were used

for validation of the proposed model. Seven heteroge-

neous backgrounds were considered to cover different

terrain scenarios in Scotland wilderness. Different dis-

tances, angles, camera views, altitudes, weather and

environment conditions and illumination were consid-

ered for the data collection of this study. The people

in the images appeared with different appearance and

postures, such as standing, sitting, running, or lying

down on the ground. The clothing colours of the peo-

ple in the images were red, green, white, and yellow. It

is worth mentioning that low-contrast colours leads to

a challenging situation for human detection as humans

are not distinguishable from the background.

4.2 Hyperparameters for the proposed CNN model

In order to train the proposed model, some hyper-

parameters were used. The number of iterations was

set to 15,000. The accuracy and speed of the model

was evaluated using mean Average Precision (mAP)

and Frames Per Second (FPS). The learning rate, and

weight decay were tuned, and the optimal results in

terms of accuracy (mAP) were obtained at 0.008 and

0.001 respectively using grid search. The Gradient De-

scent with Warm Restarts (SGDR) (Loshchilov and

Hutter (2019)) solver was adopted for the learning pol-

icy. The image resolution was set to 416x416 pixels.

5-fold cross-validation (Kohavi (1995)) was conducted

to avoid systematic biases due to the choice of splits.

After training and validating the results, the stan-

dard deviation (STD) is 0.4 between folds. To increase

the accuracy, the COCO data set (Lin et al. (2015))

was also employed for transfer learning. The Darknet

(AlexeyAB (2020)) framework was utilised for imple-

mentation and training of the algorithm.

4.3 Execution Environment

The proposed solution was executed on a “Xiaomi

Blackshark” smartphone with Qualcomm “Snapdragon

845” processor with 8 cores at 2.8GHz and 8GB of

RAM memory. It has an integrated multilayer liquid-

cooling in order to reduce the processor temperature.

The UAV is a DJI Matrice 210 with an attached camera

named DJI Zenmuse XT2.

5 Results and Discussions

As mentioned, the smartphone receives the video

streaming and each frame is decoded and pre-processed

before being sent to the optimised Tiny-YOLOv3 al-

gorithm. The neural network algorithm processes each

frame to produce the exact locations and probabilities

of the people detected. The results are then shown on

the screen and observed by the UAV pilots. To evalu-

ate the performance of the proposed real-time human

detection system, the approach was examined both

quantitatively and qualitatively.

5.1 Quantitative results

The first evaluation metric considered to examine our

system, is the mAP of the model based on different In-

tersection over Union (IoU) threshold values. Figure 7
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Fig. 7 Accuracy (mAP) of our approach and Tiny-YOLOv3
models regarding different IoU thresholds.
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summarises the accuracy (mAP) of our model versus

Tiny-YOLOv3 over different IoU threshold values. IoU

threshold quantifies the percentage of overlap between

the detection and the ground truth. Low IoU threshold

at high altitudes led to an increment in True Positives

(TP) in our use case because it generated more positive

detections with lower overlap. As the aim of this study

is to assist in finding missing people, high accuracy is

imperative. As a consequence, lowering IoU threshold

values is essential to validate real-world critical scenar-

ios such as SAR operations to increase the chances for

all vulnerable missing people to be spotted. Based on

figure 7, as the threshold value increases, the accuracy

of the model drops. This is due to the fact that de-

creasing the IoU threshold value results in more TP

detections in our use case due to small human detec-

tion. When decreasing the threshold, the same number

of decreased FPs were added to the total number of

TPs as the predictions did not have sufficient overlaps

with the groundtruth. As our dataset was private, we

also trained our model with Visdrone-Det 2019 dataset

which has been specialised for aerial images. It achieved

29.8% and 38% of mAP with IoU thresholds of 0.5 and

0.1 respectively.

Figure 8 depicts the number of TP, FP and False

Negatives (FN) detections at different threshold values.

As apparent in the figure, as the threshold value in-

creases, the number of TP decreases. Nevertheless, the

number of FN and FP increases. The number of FNs

should be lowered which is a requirement in this use-

case. In order to have a high accuracy while avoiding

FN detections in real environments, the threshold value
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Fig. 9 Cumulative average of inference time regarding each
output layer of the proposed CNN model on the smartphone.

of 0.1 is usually set in our case for SAR missions coor-

dinated by Police Scotland. The last evaluation metric

considered is the inference time of the proposed CNN

model in milliseconds tested over thousand frames on

the smartphone. Fig. 9 shows the cumulative average of

inference time regarding each output layer of the pro-

posed CNN model on the smartphone. The inference

time is measured from the instant the frame enters the

input layers of the proposed CNN until the output is

received. To achieve reliable results, thousand frames

are examined for each output layer of the CNN model.

Splitting the execution of the algorithm across differ-

ent output layers improves the detection reliability and

the speed as demonstrated in Martinez-Alpiste et al.

(2020) while reducing the overload of the smartphone.

As it can be observed, our approach is able to detect

approximately 8.5, 7 and 5 FPS at layer 0 (big-size peo-

ple), layer 1 (medium-size human) and layer 2 (tiny-size

human) respectively. This still fulfils the real-time re-

quirement for our use case and exhibits high perfor-

mance on small human detection. To further improve

the end user’s experience in realtime object detection

on the smartphone, a proposed tracker is also included

as an extra help.

5.2 Qualitative Results

To evaluate the detection result of the proposed real-

time recognition system in this study, some testing

videos were taken in different real scenarios, in open

field, bushlands, and cluttered natural environments

(vegetation as distractor) in sunny and cloudy days. As

illustrated in figures 10, the detection results of a total

of 8 randomly selected testing images (a-h) are shown

in various scenarios. As apparent from the results, the

proposed real-time human detection system is capa-

ble of detecting all the people appearing at different

altitudes, viewing angles, person poses, clothing and

appearances, and illumination variations in these test-
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ing images. For instance, as evident from figure 10 (e)

and 10(f), the system successfully detected people with

low-contrast clothing (yellow and green) in cluttered

environments. Furthermore, the system is capable of

detecting people at the distance of 100m, thereby suit-

able for remote and thus early human detection (Fig.

10 (d)). As shown in the experimental images, no false

negative cases were observed.

Comprehensive evaluations exhibit that the pro-

posed system has a high performance for resource-

limited hardware devices such as smartphones. The

result of the project was broadcasted by BBC Scotland

and more information can be found at the following

link: “ https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-

50262650”. This project has also been awarded the

2020 Scotland CeeD Industry - Innovation Award and

Times Higher Education (THE) Awards in the Knowl-

edge Exchange / Transfer Initiative of the Year 2020.

6 Concluding remarks

In this study, we have proposed a novel smartphone-

based real-time human detection system for SAR mis-

sions. A robust architecture using popular machine-

learning frameworks was integrated with a novel CNN-

based model in this system to provide a fast, portable

and accurate human detection system in challenging ru-

ral conditions. This novel approach has achieved 94.73%

of mAP and an average of 6.8 FPS when running on

a cost-efficient smartphone. The proposed system has

significantly improved real-time object detection on

UAVs in wilderness balancing a challenging trade-off

between accuracy, speed and portability including easy

deployment. In future work, the system will be further

enhanced for all-day detection using both optical and

thermal cameras in more adversarial conditions.
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(a) Detection of BBC reporter. (b) Cloudy day from 40m high.

(c) Sunny day at flying height of 20m. (d) Detection with low contrast clothing.

(e) Sunny day from the distance of 100m. (f) Detection in white at flying height of 50m.

(g) Cloudy day with low contrast clothing. (h) In an open field at the flying height of 50m.

(i) Detections in both open and cluttered fields. (j) Detections in grassland with reed.

Fig. 10 Sample screenshots of operational mission in Scotland at different altitudes, weather, locations and clothing.
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